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Abstract
In recent years, various helicopter manufacturers increasingly have been focusing on the development of

new high-speed rotorcraft configurations, one of them being the compound helicopter RACER of Airbus

Helicopters (AH). However, these new configurations encounter new aeromechanic challenges, in terms

of aerodynamic interactions, flight mechanics stability, rotor dynamics or aeroacoustic noise emission, to

name only a few. In the scope of this work, the behaviour of RACER in hover under the influence of cross-

winds from eight different directions is investigated in order to support AH at the de-risking of RACER for

this flight condition prior to first flight. Therefore, a multidisciplinary, high-fidelity tool chain for coupled

and trimmed aerodynamic simulations of the complete rotorcraft is applied. The presentation of the re-

sults is organized in three parts. In the first part, the flight mechanic behaviour is analysed and successful

de-risking of ground clearance is shown. The second part focuses on the performance of the main rotor,

the lateral rotors and the tail surfaces under wind influence and shows that minimal power is required for

headwind. In the last part, an analysis of the engines is performed, with a closer look at the inflow quality

to the core engine and the convection of the hot exhaust gases.

1. NOTATION

β0, βc , βs Coning and cyclic flap angles (pos.

flap up)

γ Lock number

λ2 Vortex criterion

µ Advance ratio
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νb Rotating natural frequency of fun-

damental flap mode

ωx,y ,z Rotatory accelerations

Θ Helicopter pitch attitude

Θp,0 Collective pitch angle of lateral ro-

tors

Θp,∆ Differential pitch angle of lateral

rotors

Θ0,Θc ,Θs Collective and cyclic pitch angles of

main rotor

Φ Helicopter roll attitude

Ψ Azimuth angle of rotors

ΨWind Wind direction

Ω Rotation speed

ax,y ,z Translatory accelerations

c Mean chord length

cp Pressure coefficient, (p−p∞)/1
2
ρ∞u2

∞
ptot Total pressure

x , y , z Longitudinal, lateral and vertical

axis in flight mechanics system

y+
Dimensionless wall distance
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CP Power coefficient, P/ρ∞A(ΩR)3

CT Thrust coefficient, T/ρ∞A(ΩR)2

Fx , Fy , Fz Longitudinal, lateral and vertical

force

Mx ,My ,Mz Roll, pitch and yaw moment

M2cn Section normal force coefficient,

Fn/1
2
ρa2c

T Temperature, Thrust

LR Left lateral rotor

MR Main rotor

RR Right lateral rotor

2. INTRODUCTION
After proving the high-speed capabilities of its

compound helicopter demonstrator X3
by set-

ting an unofficial flight speed record, Airbus Heli-

copters (AH) decided to develop a more production-

oriented demonstrator— named RACER (Rapid And

Cost-Efficient Rotorcraft) — which was unveiled at

the Paris Air Show in June 2017. As part of the Eu-

ropean Union’s Clean Sky 2 research program in

its Fast Rotorcraft section, multiple work packages

were tendered for co-operations with international

partners from industry and research institutes. The

Institute of Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics (IAG)

of the University of Stuttgart was selected as a part-

ner for one of the most challenging topics, to sup-

port the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic analysis of

the complete compound helicopter.

Within the project called Coupled Aerodynamic-

Aeroacoustic Analysis of a Trimmed Compound He-

licopter (CA
3
TCH), IAG contributes to the de-risking

of a broad spectrum of flight cases prior to the

demonstrator’s first flight by the application of a

high-fidelity, multidisciplinary tool chain. This ap-

proach enables to perform a comprehensive and

global analysis of the complete rotorcraft and takes

into account a variety of aspects of the compound

helicopter’s expected flight characteristics.

Recent research on compound helicopters cov-

ered a wide range of topics such as design
1
, opti-

mization of the configuration
2,3
or flight mechan-

ics
4
, as well as power and vibration reduction in

high-speed flight by the use of redundant con-

trols
5,6
. While research has been conducted on

aerodynamics and design of RACER’s configura-

tion
7,8,9
, these studies used either low-fidelity meth-

ods, focused only on limited components or ne-

glected flight mechanics. The most comprehensive

approach has been shown by the authors
10
, where

a multidisciplinary, high-fidelity tool chain for evalu-

ation of aerodynamics, flight mechanics and aeroa-

coustics of RACER has been presented and has pro-

vided substantial insight into aerodynamic interac-

tions of the complete rotorcraft in free-flight.

In addition to other important aspects in high-

speed flight such as loads, vibrations, stability or

performance, a complete de-risking of the config-

uration also contains the behaviour of RACER in

hover, and in particular under wind influence. De-

risking in this flight regime, which is comparable to a

very low advance ratio condition (µ ≈ 0.04), implies
the identification and quantification of aerodynamic

interactions between the components in order to

rule out any unexpected behaviour of this new con-

figuration prior to the first flight and in particular,

the evaluation of ground clearance of the lateral ro-

tors due to the wind influence.

As CFD-based coupled studies of complete he-

licopter configurations are relatively rare in liter-

ature, particularly for hover or low advance ratio

flights, comparable studies do not exist to date. One

notable study has been performed by Potsdam and

Strawn for the V-22 Osprey in hover
11
.

2.1. The Compound Configuration of RACER
The RACER configuration uses both thrust and lift

compounding, where lift is provided by the main ro-

tor (MR) and a joined box wing, which is addition-

ally equipped with a flap on each of its four wings.

Thrust is generated simultaneously by the main ro-

tor and a pair of lateral rotors mounted behind the

box wing in a pusher configuration. Their sense of

rotation is chosen under consideration of the wing

tip vortex rotation, so that a counter-rotation be-

tween lateral rotors and wing tip vortex is achieved,

which is supposed to increase the lateral rotors’ ef-

ficiency and decrease wing tip losses in cruise flight.

In order to support the left lateral rotor (LR) coun-

teracting the torque of the clockwise rotating main

rotor, in hovering flight, the right lateral rotor (RR)

can be set to produce reverse thrust by appropri-

ately pitching the blades.

An H-stabilizer provides static stability and allows

for additional degrees of freedom (DOFs) with the

help of rudders and elevators. As the tailboom’s

cross section is asymmetric, it generates significant

side force under the impact of the main rotor’s

downwash in hover and therefore contributes to

the overall anti-torque.

Further information on the configuration is pro-

vided by Blacha et al.
12
.

2.2. Flight States Considered
Within the scope of this paper, hovering flight under

17 kts of wind speed from eight different directions
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is investigated. While all simulations are conducted

at ISA sea level but out of ground effect, the range

of wind directions is symmetrically distributed over

the complete azimuth and includes ΨWind = 0 ◦,
60 ◦, 90 ◦, 120 ◦, 180 ◦, 240 ◦, 270 ◦ and 300 ◦, see
Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Wind directionsΨWind investigated.

Under the impact of wind, there is a balance of

moments, as the helicopter’s weight generates a

moment which counteracts themoments caused by

the wind’s forces. In order to ensures a conserva-

tive assessment of the helicopter’s attitude angles

caused by the impact of wind, a mass reduction of

20 % compared to the nominal mass is assumed, as

the attitude angles are amplified due to themass re-

duction. For the purpose of de-risking, although no

ground is simulated, the investigation of the mag-

nitude of the maximum roll angle due to wind is a

crucial aspect as it helps to evaluate the lateral ro-

tors’ ground clearance under rolling.

3. SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
The simulation framework which is being intro-

duced in the following sections was already used

for a number of other flight cases of RACER’s flight

envelope within the same project like, for example,

cruise flight at 220 kts
10
.

3.1. CFD: FLOWer
For the presented simulation results, the block

structured finite volume Computational Fluid Dy-

namics (CFD) solver FLOWer
13
, originally devel-

oped by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and

significantly extended by IAG, is used to solve

the three-dimensional, compressible and unsteady

Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations.

The RANS equations are closed by applying Wilcox’

two equation k − ω turbulence model 14. The for-
mulation of the equations in the non-inertial ro-

tating reference system in combination with the

arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation al-

lows for the simulation of rotating and deforming

meshes. Furthermore, the Chimera technique for

overset meshes provides the capability of relative

grid movements and simplifies themeshing of com-

plex rotorcraft geometries.

The discretization in space and time is sepa-

rated by the method of lines and the time integra-

tion is achieved by applying the implicit dual time-

stepping approach according to Jameson
15
. De-

pending on the required accuracy and flow field res-

olution either the second order central differences

Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel (JST) scheme
16
or a fifth

order spatial weighted essentially non-oscillatory

(WENO) scheme according to Borges
17
, which is

available in FLOWer
18
, is applied. The latter was suc-

cessfully used in recent years for various simula-

tions with both aerodynamics
19
and aeroacoustics

topics
20
.

In the past few years, the so-called IAGCOUPle li-

brary, which contains several important helicopter-

related features, was implemented by IAG into

FLOWer. This library provides a radial basis func-

tion (RBF) based mesh deformation tool for ar-

bitrary grid structures
21
. Furthermore, extensive

helicopter-related output for post processing and

coupling is provided by this library.

For the efficient computation on large High Per-

formance Computing (HPC) systems using several

thousand computation processors, continuous de-

velopment to improve the code performance both

on node level as well as for massive parallel scaling

was accomplished by IAG
22
.

3.2. CA: HOST
In order to accurately simulate representative flight

states, Airbus Helicopters’ in-house comprehen-

sive analysis (CA) Helicopter Overall Simulation Tool

(HOST)
23
is used for flight mechanics and trim and

provides the important structural dynamic charac-

teristics (e.g. main rotor blade dynamics). The un-

derlying HOST model of RACER contains all relevant

and compound helicopter specific components, e.g.

lateral rotors, flaps, and rudders in order to perform

the flight mechanic trimwith an arbitrary number of

DOFs.

HOST trims the main rotor and the lateral rotors

based on a lifting-line method using 2D airfoil po-
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lars. The aerodynamics of the airframe and the flaps

or rudders is provided in terms of wind-tunnel or

CFD-based polars.

In order to account for the structural dynamics

of the main rotor, HOST includes an elastic blade

model based on a quasi one-dimensional Euler-

Bernoulli beam formulation, for which the blade is

split into rigid segments that are connected by vir-

tual joints. A reduction of the DOFs is achieved by

applying a modal Rayleigh-Ritz approach. Further-

more, only a limited number of mode shapes are in-

cluded for flap, lag and torsional motion. However,

the elastic blade model described is currently only

used for the main rotor blades and not for the com-

paratively stiff blades of the lateral rotors.

In the past few years, AH implemented the Gen-

eralized HOST (GHOST) extension, which provides

easy access to the internal data structures bymeans

of a python-wrapper and allows for flexible correc-

tion of the internal data, e.g. the aerodynamic loads.

3.3. CFD/CA-Coupling: HeliCATS
As the correct flight mechanic state of the rotor-

craft provides the basis for accurate aerodynamic

simulations, a coupling of the CFD solver FLOWer

with the CA tool HOST is essential. While the latter

provides the control angles, the helicopter attitude

and the elastic blade deformation, FLOWer provides

corrections for the aerodynamic loads of all compo-

nents included in the CFD simulation, e.g. main ro-

tor, lateral rotors, and airframe. For the current in-

vestigations, HOST is loosely coupled with FLOWer,

making use of the inherent periodicity of the flight

states considered.

Therefore, the coupling manager HeliCATS, which

was initially developed by AH and IAG, manages the

entire data transfer of the iterative trim process be-

tween the two codes.

In order to account for requirements specific for

compound helicopters, an extension of HeliCATS

was implemented enabling the coupling with addi-

tional trim controls (e.g. lateral rotors, flaps, rud-

ders) or additional movements (e.g. sink rate). Fur-

thermore, HeliCATS automatically manages the sim-

ulation jobs on the HPC cluster, so that no user in-

put is necessary during the trim process. This allows

for efficient handling and simulation of many flight

cases in parallel.

4. COMPUTATIONAL SETUP
4.1. CFD Grids
The CFD model used for the generation of the dis-

cussed results consists of 101 individual structured

meshes which are embedded into a Cartesian off-

body (OB) grid and connected via the Chimera tech-

nique. The OB grid includes hanging grid nodes for

refinement and is automatically generated by the

in-house tool Backgrid. Certain flow regions are lo-

cally refined according to characteristic flow fea-

tures expected for the respective flight state, e.g.

the main rotor downwash or the wakes of the lat-

eral rotors. Overall, a standard computational setup

reaches 150 million cells with 50 million cells within

the OB grid, whose dimensions are set to 5.2 main

rotor diameters in all spatial directions. As convec-

tion due to the wind is present and therefore the far

field boundary has less effect on the flow, the OB

grid’s dimensions can be reduced in comparison to

an OB grid which would be appropriate for a pure

hover case without wind.

The five main rotor blades consist of 2.2 million

cells each with 136 x 160 x 52 cells in chordwise,

spanwise and normal direction, respectively. The

twelve blades of the lateral rotors have dimensions

of 120 x 80 x 56 cells, leading to 1.5 million cells per

blade grid.

4.2. Assessment of Discretization Practice
The finest grid resolution in the OB grid is

dimensioned as approximately 10 % cMR, apart
from the region of the lateral rotors where it is

10 % cLat.Rotors . The near-body (NB) grids are de-
signed to accurately represent the geometry on the

one hand and to not exceed the OB grid spacings on

the other hand. During the last years, in the field of

CFD simulations of rotorcraft flows, grid resolutions

of 5–10 % cmean have widely been used for the pre-
diction of aerodynamic loads

24,25
. The surface nor-

mal grid spacings of the NB grids guarantee y+ < 1
for all flight conditions. Furthermore, in order to en-

sure high grid quality of all lifting surfaces, the re-

sults of the 3
rd
AIAA Drag Prediction Workshop are

taken into account for the mesh generation. A grid

convergence study for the applied blade grid topol-

ogy has been conducted by Kranzinger et al.
26
with

comparable grid spacings, which showed that the

present resolution is sufficient for the phenomena

investigated in this study.

An analysis regarding the simulation time step

showed that the mean loads relevant for flight me-

chanics are very well captured with a time step cor-

responding to 1 ◦ of main rotor azimuth. However,
due to the higher rotation frequency of the lateral

rotors, a more conservative time step correspond-

ing to 0.5 ◦ of main rotor azimuth was applied.
The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number and the

subiteration count for each time step are selected

to achieve a stable convergence behaviour.
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4.3. Engine Integration
Since the engine mass flux can have significant im-

pact on near body flow features and helicopter

components in terms of aerodynamic and thermal

loads, the two engines of the rotorcraft are mod-

elled. Though the core of the engine unit is not in-

cluded in the setup, extended inlet ducts as well as

exhaust nozzles are discretized. The engine itself is

represented as a pair of inlet and outlet boundary

surfaces at which thermodynamic quantities can be

set, while the outlet is further divided into a hot

core outlet mass flux and a cooling mass flux sur-

rounding the core. In order to match an actual en-

gine operating point, mass flux and temperature

are prescribed at the core outlet. Furthermore, a

mass conservative coupling between inlet and core

outlet is applied by adjusting the inlet’s static pres-

sure every time step to reach the same mass flux at

both boundary surfaces. In contrast, the compara-

tively small cooling mass flux is not taken into ac-

count for this coupling. As a result of this kind of

engine integration, the engine inflow quality can be

investigated and the impact of the engine exhaust

on flow characteristics can be considered without

the enormous effort of modelling all engine com-

ponents and the combustion itself.

4.4. Trim Scheme
For the cases considered, a 6 DOF free flight trim

scheme is applied with two prescribed DOFs. First,

the helicopter’s yaw attitude is determined by the

direction of wind and, second, the lateral rotors’ col-

lective is fixed atΘp,0 = 1 ◦. The remaining 6 DOFs,
namely the three main rotor controls (Θ0, Θc , Θs ),

helicopter roll (Φ) and pitch (Θ) attitude as well as
the lateral rotors’ differential pitch Θp,∆, are deter-

mined in a loose coupling loop in order to achieve

a balanced trim where all translatory and rotatory

accelerations disappear. For a better overview, the

trim scheme is sketched in Fig. 2. As the lateral

rotors’ collective is kept constant, their differential

pitch is varied in order to achieve the required anti-

torque.

   

Figure 2: 6 DOF free flight trim scheme.

4.5. Main Rotor Deformation
All computations discussed in this paper use elastic

blade deformation whose deformed shape is pro-

vided by HOST; the deformation is transferred to

the blade grid of FLOWer at discrete locations. Sur-

face regions between these specific points are de-

formed by interpolation, while volume grid points

are deformed by the RBF method. The same pro-

cedure is applied at the blade roots, which are de-

formed in the same manner. The junction surface

connecting blade root and fully faired rotorhub is

of spherical shape to allow for a rigid body rotation

of the blade root in lag and flap directions. In or-

der to represent the rotor hub geometry as realistic

as possible, enabling a more realistic hub wake, the

inter-blade dampers are modelled. The compensa-

tion of the change in damper length due to the rel-

ative blade root motion is ensured by applying de-

formation.

4.6. Computational Performance
Large computational setups generally suffer from

high consumption of computational time despite

of massive parallelization and available HPC. In or-

der to assess the productivity of the present setup,

some figures concerning the order of computa-

tional time consumption are given: Assuming the

use of 7,000 processors, thus about 20,000 cells per

core, 360 CFD time steps can be accomplished in ap-

proximately three hours. Only minutes are required

for a run of the CA tool on a local machine and

the broadcast of updated control data to the HPC

cluster (e.g. deformation data and control angles) to

complete one trim iteration. After the trim process,

further main rotor revolutions are simulated for the

data acquisition for the evaluation.

5. GENERAL FLOW TOPOLOGY
A variety of flow phenomena can be observed over

the sweep of wind directions which can be divided

into three categories: (1) wake interactions, (2) en-

gine exhaust and (3) wind influence on airframe.

(1) Especially the wind driven convection of all

wakes originating from main rotor and lateral ro-

tors leads to interactions between each other and

with the airframe. The wake of the LR is shifted

by the lateral wind component towards or away

from the empennage, while the reverse thrust of

the RR causes the wake to interact mainly with the

overblown wing. The downwash tube of the main

rotor is also shifted by the wind and, thus, affects

the download of the wings which are located within
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the main rotor wake. As a consequence, flight me-

chanics are affected, which is being addressed in

Section 6. Due to the shift caused by the wind, the

wake of the main rotor hub can approach the lee-

ward engine’s inlet, which could affect the engine’s

performance, see Section 8.

(2) Also, the engines’ exhaust is convected by the

wind and, therefore, could interact with the air-

frame. If present, areas of increased temperature

on the airframe’s structure could be identified for

possible protection measures, see Section 8.2.

(3) Not only a change of flow interactions be-

tween helicopter parts is subject to the wind, also

the airframe itself, especially the empennage, is af-

fected directly by the wind which leads to an addi-

tional influence on flight mechanics, see Section 7.2.

These phenomena have direct impact on the as-

pects of efficiency and controllability, as for exam-

ple occurring moments can support or counteract

the required anti-torque.

In order to give a brief overview concerning the

general flow topology, Fig. 3 shows λ2 iso surface

of hovering flight under the impact of tailwind. Es-

pecially the convection of the blade tip vortices due

to the wind is clearly visible. Also, the hub wake of

the main rotor is shifted downwind. As the RR oper-

ates at low thrust, no distinct wake is visible. In con-

trast, the LR’s wake is more obvious while its prop-

agation towards the tail is hindered by the counter-

acting tailwind.

Figure 3: Flow topology visualized by λ2 iso surface

under the impact of tailwind (ΨWind = 180 ◦). Heli-
copter surface coloured with cp.

The interaction between crosswind and main ro-

tor wake shows a distinct characteristic, displayed

in Fig. 4. There is a displacement of the crossflow

by the stream tube of the main rotor wake which

is comparable to the displacement a solid cylinder

would cause. Two areas of crossflow deceleration

at the upwind and leeward edge of the wake cor-

respond to the two well known stagnation points

of a cylinder. The same applies to the shown areas

of crossflow acceleration at the wake edges near

the rotorcraft’s nose and tail. Although the cross-

flow seems to be displaced in the mentioned way,

inside the wake, the crossflow is generally present

while being disturbed by the proximity of the fuse-

lage. Below the sections of the rotor disk, at the ro-

torcraft’s nose, where the swirl and the crossflow

are oriented in the same direction, the crossflow is

amplified.

Figure 4: Deviation of local lateral velocity from free

stream on vertical slice 1m below rotorhub with

ΨWind = 90 ◦. View from above.

The characteristics of the flow around the tube of

the main rotor wake result in changing flow condi-

tions at the vertical stabilizers as they are located

in one of the acceleration areas mentioned above.

Over the sweep of wind directions, this acceleration

area is shifted around, so the shadowing between

both fins changes and the LR’s wake impinges on

the left fin at certain wind directions. As a result, the

interaction at the tail is complex and the fin’s con-

tribution to the airframe’s yawing moment is very

specific for each wind direction, see Section 7.2.
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6. FLIGHT MECHANICS ANALYSIS
6.1. Helicopter Attitude
As a results of the full range of wind azimuth angles

RACER is exposed to, significant variations in heli-

copter attitude can be expected. With the roll at-

titude Φ affecting the ground clearance, this is of

particular interest in the scope of the de-risking.

The occurrence of side forces on the helicopter’s

airframe due to lateral inflow leads to a sidewards

tilting of the main rotor tip path plane (Φ − βs ) in
order to counteract these forces and keep the heli-

copter stationary under wind conditions. In relation

to the MR hub, the side forces additionally lead to a

significant roll moment on the airframe which is of

much larger scale than the opposing roll moment

of the main rotor. This causes a deflection of the

airframe up to a roll angle Φ where the lateral dis-
placement of the helicopter’s center of gravity leads

to a balance in roll moment. This balance, how-

ever, results in larger roll attitudes for decreased

helicopter mass. For this reason, within the simula-

tions at hand, RACER’s weight was reduced by 20 %
compared to maximum take-off weight (MTOW),

which — besides increasing (Φ − βs) due to less
thrust required — guarantees a conservative risk-

assessment in terms of ground clearance.

The spectrum of roll attitudes over the different

wind directions is displayed in Fig. 5. The roll angles

Φ show a roughly sinusoidal and symmetrical shape
with the most extreme attitudes occurring under

left crosswind (ΨWind = 90 ◦) and wind from right
rearward (ΨWind = 240 ◦).

Figure 5: Variation of roll attitude over wind direc-

tion.

For the most part, this behaviour can be ex-

plained by the lateral forces on the airframe Fy
(in the inertial frame) displayed in Fig. 6 which

show a very similar dependency on wind direction

with comparable extrema. An analysis of the lateral

forces’ distribution over the airframe reveals that it

acts mostly above the helicopter’s center of gravity.

Consequently, this reduces the total effect of the lat-

eral forces on the roll attitude.

Figure 6: Variation of lateral force over wind direc-

tion. Total force excluding MR in inertial frame.

In comparison to a conventional helicopter, the

lack of a tail rotor leads to a more symmetrical

behaviour for the wind sweep, which is an ad-

vantage of this concept. In addition, due this be-

haviour of RACER, the highest occurring roll angles

are lower than for a conventional helicopter and,

consequently, ground clearance is not critical for

the investigated flight conditions.

6.2. Main Rotor Controls
6.2.1. Collective Pitch Input
The collective pitch, which controls the rotor lift in

order to balance the rotorcraft’s weight and the

download generated on the airframe, is shown in

Fig. 7 for the different wind directions. The collec-

tive angles are given in relation to the headwind

case. In general, the variation of collective pitch for

the different wind directions is marginal, except for

tailwind, where the maximum collective is required.

Overall, a symmetrical behaviour of the collective

for the wind sweep is found.

The variation of the collective angle reflects two

effects. First, the download generated on the air-

frame leads to different lift requirements, which,

however, are comparably small as shown in Sec-

tion 7.1 more in detail. Second, the wind in combi-

nation with the helicopter attitude and the longitu-

dinal and lateral disk tilt influences the global an-

gle of attack of the rotor disk. This effect leads to

a reduced angle of attack at 0.75 R of −0.4 ◦ for
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Figure 7: Variation of MR collective pitch over wind

direction, in relation to headwind.

tailwind compared to headwind and, thus, the col-

lective has to compensate this. An asymmetry does

not occur for crosswinds from the right and left.

6.2.2. Cyclic Pitch Input
The variation of the two cyclic pitch inputs, which

balance roll and pitch moments on the one hand

and compensate rotor inflow asymmetries on the

other hand, is shown in Fig. 8. In contrast to the col-

lective input, the variation over the wind directions

is significantly higher and shows amore asymmetric

behaviour. The highest forward longitudinal cyclic

Θs is required in case of headwind which indicates

increased nose-up pitch moments here. However,

the characteristics of both cyclic inputs is very com-

plex and can not solely be explained by the pitch

and roll moment requirements of the main rotor.

Figure 8: Variation of MR cyclic pitch inputs over

wind direction, in relation to headwind.

Figure 9 shows the cyclic flap angles at the blade

root, βc and βs , which are representative for the

pitch and roll moment requirements. In contrast to

the cyclic pitch inputs, the cyclic flap angles show a

more symmetric behaviour, which corresponds to

the roll and pitch moments generated on the air-

frame. A clear correlation between the cyclic pitch

inputs and the cyclic flap angles can not be ob-

served, which indicates significant wind influence

on the main rotor inflow and loading.

Figure 9: Variation of MR cyclic flap angles over wind

direction, in relation to headwind.

6.2.3. Wind Influence on Cyclic Pitch Input
A specific phenomenon of the helicopter rotor in

crosswind conditions (or in low advance ratio flight)

is the deflection of the rotor wake according to the

wind. This influences the inflow distribution over

the rotor disk: It leads to a shift of the blade tip vor-

tices, which, in turn, influences the aerodynamic in-

teractions between vortex and blade. In hover, the

interaction of the blade with the preceding blade tip

vortex (e.g. first blade passage) is steady over the

azimuth and leads to a thrust increase at the outer

part of the blade for r/R > 0.9 (e.g. see Jain27).
The effect of the deflected wake on the blade

loading is illustrated in Fig. 10, which shows a com-

parison of the sectional thrust coefficient distri-

bution for a representative hover flight and for

ΨWind = 60 ◦. The wake deflection and the in-
flow change due to the wind leads to an asymmet-

ric thrust distribution with a sickle-shaped thrust in-
crease at the upwind part of the rotor disk. Conse-

quently, due to the outboard position of this thrust

increase, the influence on hub moments and the

blade flap moment is enhanced.

The deflected wake and the tip vortex convection

are illustrated in Fig. 11 for the upwind part of the ro-

tor disk. In contrast to a hovering rotor, the tip vor-

tices are convected inboard at first and then down-

ward, so that the first blade passage takes place at
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(a) Hover

(b) ΨWind = 60 ◦

Figure 10: Distribution of sectional normal force co-

efficientM2cn for a representative hover flight case
and crosswind fromΨWind = 60 ◦.

r/R ≈ 0.92 and the second at r/R ≈ 0.83. Out-
board of r/R ≈ 0.83 a more positive angle of at-
tack is present due to the deflected wake and the

resulting change in the inflow, which leads to the

shown sickle-shaped thrust increase. However, due
to the chosen grid resolution, a thickening of the

tip vortices can be observed, which might slightly

affect the interactions of the blade with the preced-

ing tip vortices and consequently the blade loads,

as shown in several numerical studies of hovering

rotors (e.g. see Jain
27,28

or Chaderjian
29
).

As a consequence, a wind-dependent longitudi-

nal and lateral cyclic input has to be employed in or-

der to counteract the shown thrust distribution. The

characteristics shown in Fig. 8 result then from the

superposition of the control input for roll and pitch

moment trim and the control input to compensate

this wind influence on the main rotor. For the iso-

lation of the latter, the fundamental flap equations

for hover
30

(1) βc =
−Θs + (ν2

β − 1) 8
γΘc

1 +
[

(ν2
β − 1) 8

γ

]2 ≈ −Θs

Figure 11: λ2 vortex visualization withΨWind = 60 ◦.
Helicopter surface coloured with cp.

(2) βs =
Θc + (ν2

β − 1) 8
γΘs

1 +
[

(ν2
β − 1) 8

γ

]2 ≈ Θc

with the assumption νβ = 1 are considered. When
applying these equations and using the results from

Figs. 8 and 9, the residual cyclic pitch according to

Θs,inf l . = Θs + βc(3)

Θc,inf l . = Θc − βs ,(4)

determines the required control input for counter-

acting the inflow asymmetry for the lateral (Θc,inf l .)

and longitudinal (Θs,inf l .) cyclic pitch, respectively.

The results of this estimation are illustrated in

Fig. 12 and show a clear sinusoidal characteristic

for both cyclic inputs (Θs,inf l . ∝ − sin(ΨWind) and
Θc,inf l . ∝ cos(ΨWind)). This is the expected result
when comparing it with Fig. 10(b). Consequently, in

order to counteract the wind influence on the main

rotor for this flight condition, approximately 2 ◦ of
additional cyclic input is necessary.

Figure 12: Cyclic pitch input for the compensation of

inflow asymmetries due to the wind influence.
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6.3. Lateral Rotor Differential Control
In RACER’s helicopter mode, the yaw or anti-torque

balance is controlled using the differential pitch in-

put Θp,∆ of the lateral rotors, which is comparable

to the tail rotor collective angle, or pedal input of

a conventional helicopter. The convention for this

configuration is given by

(5) Θp,∆ =
ΘLR,0 −ΘRR,0

2
,

so a positive value means more anti-torque and

vice-versa. In addition, a collective pitch input Θp,0

is available to symmetrically change the pitch of

both lateral rotors. Thereby, the anti-torque share

between both lateral rotors can be adjusted to in-

crease their efficiency and adjust their net longitu-

dinal force. However, for this study the collective in-

put is fixed toΘp,0 = 1 ◦.
The characteristic of the trimmed differential

pitch input is shown in Fig. 13. Minimum differen-

tial pitch is required in case of headwind and for

ΨWind = 300 ◦, and maximum in case of ΨWind =
120 ◦. The influence of the wind mainly manifests in
a change of the effective angles of attack of both

lateral rotors equally, comparable to a collective

pitch input Θp,0, and thus changes the anti-torque

share between the lateral rotors. The effective an-

gles of attack of both lateral rotors are reduced or

increased byΘp,0 ≈ 3 ◦ at 0.75 R for head- and tail-
wind, respectively. However, this does not influence

the amount of required differential pitch input di-

rectly, but leads to loading or unloading of one of

the lateral rotors and changes the inflow to and the

wake convection away from the rotors. Due to the

complex flow in the vicinity of the lateral rotors, as

shown in Section 7.4, this is likely to affect the thrust

generation and the amount of required differential

pitch input.

Figure 13: Variation of differential pitch of the lateral

rotors over wind direction, in relation to headwind.

The uneven loading of the two lateral rotors leads

to a change of their net longitudinal force, which has

to be compensated by the fuselage pitch attitude

for steady flight. The anti-torque share varies due

to wind between 46–54 (LR–RR) for headwind and
82–18 for tailwind and crosswind from right.

7. POWER, THRUST AND EFFICIENCY
Besides the flight mechanical analysis described

above, the assessment of rotorcraft performance

in hovering flight is equally important. In order to

maintain a trimmed flight state, the engines have to

be capable to provide the power required and, thus,

define whether the flight state is within the rotor-

craft’s flight envelope. Also, the power required can

be used to assess a flight state’s efficiency in com-

parison to other wind directions. With a main rotor

and two lateral rotors, the investigated compound

configuration of RACER features three rotors whose

performance will be discussed in the following sec-

tions.

All quantities shown are given in relation to their

respective value atΨWind = 0 ◦.

7.1. Main Rotor Performance
As shown in Fig. 14, the maximummain rotor power

is required at ΨWind = 120 ◦, whereas the lowest
power requirement is present at ΨWind = 0 ◦ and
60 ◦. The main rotor’s power is determined mainly
by its thrust, its propulsive power (against the wind

speed) and its efficiency at which the thrust is gen-

erated. Additionally, the thrust is determined by the

mass to be lifted and the download originating from

the main rotor’s downwash impinging on the air-

frame.

Figure 14: Variation of relative power coefficient of

main rotor over wind direction.
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The thrust distributionCT over the sweep of wind
directions in Fig. 15 shows twomajor thrust peaks at

ΨWind = 0 ◦ and 180 ◦ on nearly the same thrust
level. This corresponds to the contribution of air-

frame download in Fig. 16 which clearly shows the

correlation between both parameters.

Figure 15: Variation of relative thrust coefficient of

main rotor over wind direction.

Figure 16: Variation of relative airframe download

over wind direction.

The varying behaviour of airframe download is

determined by two effects. First, the main rotor

downwash is convected by the impact of the wind,

which results in a shift in direction of the wind. This

causes loading or unloading of single airframe com-

ponents. Under headwind condition (ΨWind = 0 ◦)
the downwash is shifted backwards, impinging on

a greater portion of the tailboom and especially on

the horizontal stabilizer, and generating additional

download.

The second effect is caused by the wind hitting

airframe components directly. Especially under tail-

wind condition with increased pitch attitude, the

wings generate negative lift under the impact of the

wind’s incidence angle. The additional tail download

at headwind is equally high as the additional wing

download at tailwind, which results in the same

peak amplitude.

In contrast, the crosswind states do not suffer

from any of these download increases, as the main

rotor downwash is not convected towards the em-

pennage. Also the wings are laterally blown and,

taking both the upper and lower wings’ dihedral into

account, the total download fraction generated by

the wings stays nearly the same.

As the conventional Figure of Merit is defined

for hover without wind, a simple efficiency quantity,

CT /CP , is chosen alternatively, see Fig. 17.

Figure 17: Variation of relative efficiency of main ro-

tor over wind direction.

Although the peak of thrust is present at

ΨWind = 0 ◦, the corresponding power is very low.
Therefore, the main rotor efficiency in this flight

state is particularly high, as high thrust can be gen-

erated by comparatively little power. FromΨWind =
0 ◦ the CT /CP decreases until it reaches its mini-
mum at 120 ◦. Following the sweep of wind direc-
tions, CT /CP rises again to the already mentioned
maximum atΨWind = 0 ◦.
Since Fig. 17 shows only the relation between

thrust and power, the propulsive power as portion

of the main rotor power is not taken into account.

As a result, in cases where the main rotor forces

operate longitudinally or laterally against the wind

speed, propulsive power has to be generated in ad-

dition to the induced power to overcome the air-

frame drag. Especially under tailwind, the pitch at-

titude is increased due to the net forward thrust of

the lateral rotors, see Section 7.2, and the airframe

drag, which leads to a backward tilt of the main ro-

tor’s thrust vector. Therefore, the component of the

thrust vector opposed to the wind speed generates

additional power used for propulsion, which may
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reach about 6 % of the total main rotor power. Nev-

ertheless, the net foward thrust of the lateral rotors

could be decreased by applying a lower collective

pitch angle Θp,0. For the wind directions between

ΨWind = 90 ◦ and 240 ◦, this contributes to the de-
crease of CT /CP , as the component of the main ro-
tor thrust opposed to the wind speed is higher than

in the headwind case.

7.2. Lateral Rotors Thrust
In order to provide sufficient yaw control for a

steady flight state, the thrust requirement of the lat-

eral rotors changes depending on the wind direc-

tion. There are three effects influencing the thrust

requirement: (1) The reaction torque of the main ro-

tor, (2) the yawing moment of the airframe due to

wind impingement and (3) the yawing moment of

airframe components affected by the wakes ofmain

rotor and lateral rotors. An example for the interac-

tion of the LR’s wake with the left fin can be found

in Fig. 18where the wake is convected downwind to-

wards the empennage. Therefore, the left fin expe-

riences additional dynamic pressure leading under

the shown angle of attack to an increase of nega-

tive yawing moment which adds up to main rotor

torque. However, this effect is limited to the wind

directions ΨWind = 60 ◦, 90 ◦ and 120 ◦ where the
wake of the main rotor is convected laterally, which

decreases its impact on the LR giving the LR’s wake

the chance to develop horizontally. For other wind

directions, the LR’s wake is convected vertically un-

der the impact of the main rotor’s downwash and

does not reach the empennage.

Figure 18: Axial velocity u on vertical slice at height
of lateral rotors withΨWind = 90 ◦.

Figure 19 shows the magnitude of the relative

thrust coefficient |CT |, which also corresponds to
the delivered anti-torque or yawing moment of the

lateral rotors. The LR delivers minimum thrust at

headwind and maximum thrust at ΨWind = 120 ◦.
In contrast, the RR shows a converse behaviour with

a region of low thrust between ΨWind = 180 ◦ and
300 ◦ and its maximum at headwind.

Figure 19: Variation of relative thrust coefficient of

lateral rotors over wind direction.

While the LR delivers forward thrust, the RR op-

erates in reverse thrust condition. Since the collec-

tive pitch Θp,0 is fixed, the axial component of the

wind has an impact on the anti-torque share (see

Section 6.3). As a result, the lateral rotor blowing

against the wind is loaded additionally while the

other is relieved, which corresponds to the lateral

rotor’s behaviour in Fig. 19. However, the behaviour

is not symmetric and the LR’s thrust seems to bene-

fit from being outside the main rotor wake between
ΨWind = 60 ◦ and 120 ◦ while the RR’s thrust seems
to benefit from being inside the main rotor wake at
the same time. This could be a result of the very dif-

ferent states both lateral rotors are operating in.

Combining both thrust contributions leads to a si-

nusoidal distribution, which corresponds to the to-

tal yawing moment delivered by the lateral rotors.

The required yawing moment of the lateral rotors

is determined by the sum of main rotor torque and

the yawing moment generated by the airframe, see

Fig. 20. The yawing moment of the airframe shows a

reversed sinus shape mainly due to the yaw stabil-

ity of the vertical stabilizers which tend to align the

airframe with the wind direction. As a consequence,

a highly negative yawing moment is generated un-

der crosswind from the left hand side with its neg-

ative peak value at ΨWind = 120 ◦. In this case,
the maximum airframe yawing moment and main

rotor torque are oriented in the same sense of ro-

tation, causing the highest anti-torque requirement
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observed. In contrast to the crosswind from the left

hand side, under wind from the right hand side,

the airframe generates a positive yawing moment,

which supports the anti-torque. Therefore the lat-

eral rotors’ total loading can be reduced.

Figure 20: Variation of relative yawing moment of

airframe over wind direction.

7.3. Overall System Efficiency
As a result of the maximum main rotor power in

combination with the maximum yawing moment of

the lateral rotors at ΨWind = 120 ◦, the maximum
overall system power is reached there. This maxi-

mum is closely followed by ΨWind = 90 ◦ but in
further course of the wind directions, the total sys-

tem power decreases rapidly due to decreasing air-

frame download, decreasing unfavourable yaw mo-

ment contribution of the tail and increasing main

rotor efficiency.

The most efficient way to hover under impact of

wind is turning the rotorcraft’s nose directly into the

wind (ΨWind = 0 ◦) as main rotor and lateral rotors
are most efficient there, compensating the power

needed to deliver high thrust in order to counter-

act the high airframe download. Crosswind from the

right hand side is still efficient due to the favourable

anti-torque contribution by the empennage in com-

parison to wind from the left hand side.

7.4. Lateral Rotor Thrust Fluctuations
As previously shown by the authors

10
, the unique

design of RACER causes a variety of interactions be-

tween the additional components. Amongst them,

the interference of the main rotor on the lateral ro-

tors is of particular interest for the flight cases in-

vestigated here. With varying wind direction, differ-

ent regimes of the MR downwash impinge on the

lateral rotors, with the inflow possibly ranging from

clean, undisturbed air to MR blade tip vortices or

wakes shed from rotorhub and fuselage.

Due to the partly unfavourable operating condi-

tions of the RR, the investigation of the thrust fluc-

tuations as a criterion for possible interference fo-

cuses on the LR. Figure 21 shows a Fourier transfor-

mation of the thrust time signals over two MR rev-

olutions under different wind attitudes normalized

by their respective average value.

Figure 21: Fourier transformation of LR thrust for

different wind attitudes. Normalized with average

thrust in respective conditions.

Amongst the displayed wind conditions, cross-

wind from the left (ΨWind = 90 ◦) generally causes
the lowest thrust fluctuations on the LR. As the

inflow is not fully axial and homogeneous due to

the placement behind the wing and in the MR

downwash and due the crosswind, the lateral rotor

blades experience varying inflow conditions over

one revolution. This causes the fluctuations with the

lateral rotor blade passing frequency (BPF) in Fig. 21.

The lateral deflection of the MR downwash due to

the wind, however, also leads to the impingement

of the MR blade tip vortices onto the LR. This is il-

lustrated by the vorticity magnitude distribution on

a longitudinal slice through the helicopter displayed

in Fig. 22(a). The small scale of the respective thrust

fluctuations at MR BPF, though, implies that the in-

teraction of the lateral rotor blades with MR blade

tip vortices is of minor influence and does not cause

potentially critical load fluctuations. Not only is the

vortices’ strength significantly decreased when im-

pinging onto the lateral rotor blades by both physi-

cal and numerical dissipation; due to their axial ori-

entation to the lateral rotor disk, they also only af-

fect passing blades at a limited span. Additionally,

the blades are equally influenced on their pressure

and suction sides which further decreases the net

effect on their thrust. So even though Yang et al.
31
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have found a beneficial effect of an axial vortex on a

— counter-rotating — propeller, this does not play

a significant role in this configuration.

(a) ΨWind = 90 ◦

(b) ΨWind = 270 ◦

Figure 22: Vorticity magnitude on longitudinal slice

through helicopter with crosswind. Averaged over

one MR revolution. View from behind.

The minor role of MR blade tip vortices in the oc-

currence of load fluctuations becomes also appar-

ent when comparing the two different crosswind

conditions. Figure 22(b) clearly shows the vortices to

convect away from the LR when the helicopter is ex-

posed to crosswind from the right (ΨWind = 270 ◦).
However, the respective fluctuations with MR BPF in

Fig. 21 are of significantly larger scale. This can be ex-

plained by the rotorhub wake rather than the blade

tip vortices being the main mechanism for such

fluctuations. The vorticity magnitude illustrates the

impingement of disturbed air originating from the

blade roots and the rotorhub onto the LR. The ad-

ditional region of high vorticity below the left pylon

in Fig. 22(b) is induced by separations on pylon and

wing due to a combination of downwash and cross-

wind. As this is directly placed in the LR’s inflow, it is

likely to cause the low frequency thrust fluctuations

that can be observed in Fig. 21 forΨWind = 270 ◦.
Under tailwind, the MR BPF fluctuations of the

LR thrust are of similar scale as for ΨWind = 90 ◦.
Their slightly higher amplitude potentially results

from the more parallel orientation of the MR blade

tip vortices when impinging onto the lateral rotor

blades and a resulting stronger interaction. More

significant, however, is the occurrence of the strong

thrust fluctuations at lateral rotor BPF visible in

Fig. 21. The inhomogeneous thrust distribution of

the LR causing these fluctuations is displayed in

Fig. 23 (comparable effects on the MR are described

in Section 6.2.3). While the thrust experiences an in-

crease in the second quadrant for most of the wind

conditions due to the influence of the downwash on

the blades’ effective angle of attack, this is most pro-

nounced under tailwind conditions. This can also

be observed in the lateral rotor’s lateral and verti-

cal hub moments which are largest— yet still com-

pletely uncritical— in this case.

Figure 23: Thrust distribution on LR with tailwind.

Section normal force coefficient M2cn. View from
behind.

8. ENGINE ANALYSIS
The consideration of the complete helicopter con-

figuration with discrete moving MR and lateral rotor

blades in a trimmed flight condition as well as the

modelling of the detailed inlet geometry of the en-

gine allows for the analysis of the inflow quality to

the core engines. Furthermore, in combination with

the simulation setup’s capabilities of representing

engine and cooling flows with prescribed mass flux

and temperature, the convection of the hot gases

can be predicted with sufficient accuracy to esti-

mate the impingement on surface regions and the

temperature of the impinging exhaust flow. This en-

ables another part of RACER’s de-risking which is the
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assessment of exhaust flow interfering with the he-

licopter’s surface under varying flight conditions.

8.1. Engine Inlet
The engine inflow quality is determined by several

parameters relevant for performance, prominently

the inlet total pressure and temperature (in case

of re-ingestion), the pressure distortion and the in-

let swirl velocity. For this investigation, an analysis

plane, located upstream of the core engine, is de-

fined as basis for the calculation of these parame-

ters. On this plane, the local flow variables are ex-

tracted during the flow solution over time.

The analysis showed, that the mean swirl angle is

low due to the inclusion of a stage of guide vanes in

the inlet geometry upstream of the core engine and

is therefore not shown here. Also, the total temper-

ature does not show any hints of re-ingestion and is

excluded from this analysis.

The distortion coefficient DC60 is calculated ac-

cording to Seddon and Goldsmith
32

DC60 =
p60,min − ptot

q
,(6)

where p60,min is the minimum of the averaged to-

tal pressure of one 60 ◦ section, ptot is the mean
total pressure and q is the mean dynamic pres-
sure on the analysis plane. The distortion coefficient

is a measure for the spatial (circumferential) non-

uniformity of the inflow and is taken into account

for performance and engine stability analysis. For

the present analysis, this value is averaged over two

main rotor revolutions, so only the static distortion

is considered. The limits for this parameter are de-

fined by the engine manufacturer.

The total pressure is analysed using the relative

pressure ∆p, which is defined as

∆p =
ptot − p0

p0
(7)

with ptot being the mean total pressure on the eval-
uation plane and p0 being the free stream static

pressure. A positive value of ∆p represents a total
pressure gain compared to the free stream static

pressure. For engine performance, low values of

DC60 and positive values of ∆p are favourable.
Figure 24 shows the variation of these parame-

ters for both engines due to the wind influence.

Both engines benefit from the highest total pres-

sure in case of headwind, as shown in Fig. 24(a),

which is not surprising for this type of (dynamic) in-

let. However, for crosswind the total pressure for

the upwind engine is almost on the same level,

showing the benefit due to the lateral inflow. In con-

trast, the downwind engine suffers from the shad-

ing of the fuselage and has lower total pressure

at the inlet (see Fig. 25). The lowest values do not

occur for the tailwind case, but symmetrically for

ΨWind = 240 ◦ and 120 ◦ due to the orientation of
the inlet ducts (compare Fig. 25).

(a) Relative pressure difference ∆p

(b) Pressure distortion coefficientDC60

Figure 24: Engine performance parameters for dif-

ferent wind directions on the inlet analysis plane.

A comparable characteristic can be found for

the pressure distortion in Fig. 24(b). The values

are given as margin to the design limit and rela-

tive to the headwind’s value. A lower value means

more spatial non-uniformity. TheDC60 value shows

only minor variations for the upwind engine and a

slightly higher spatial non-uniformity for the down-

wind engine or in case of tailwind.

Despite the significantly varying and partly highly

unfavourable operating conditions under the exam-

ined wind conditions, no considerable separation

can be observed in the inlet flow. Even for the down-

wind inlet, Fig. 25 shows only a slight separation on

the guide vane.
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Figure 25: Total pressure gain distribution on hor-

izontal slice through engine inlets with ΨWind =
120 ◦. Averaged over one MR revolution. View from
above.

8.2. Engine Exhaust
Within the different flight conditions in the scope of

this paper with its full range of wind directions, the

exhaust is likely to affect various regions on the he-

licopter’s tail. An analysis of the exhaust flow under

crosswind from left, for example, shows an impinge-

ment of the left exhaust onto the left side of the

tailboom due to the combination of its initial outlet

velocity, the MR’s vertical downwash and the cross-

wind convection. The resulting temperature distri-

bution on the tailboom for this wind condition is

displayed in Fig. 26. Here, heat transfer on the sur-

face is neglected and the temperature is averaged

over one MR revolution. Additionally, the maximum

temperature occurring over all wind directions is

recorded for each location of the tailboom surface

and the resulting iso line at T = 318 K (ISA+30 K) is
included in Fig. 26. This clearly shows the exhaust’s

interference with the tailboom to be limited onto

a certain region of the tailboom for all examined

wind conditions. Additional impingement onto the

empennage, however, is not observed.

Figure 26: Temperature distribution on tailboom

with crosswind from left, iso line at T = 318 K of
maximum temperature over all wind attitudes. Av-

eraged over one MR revolution.

In contrast to a conventional helicopter, RACER’s

lack of a tail rotor omits the risk of the exhaust’s in-

gestion into such a rotor. However, the additional

lateral rotors with their wide range of operating

conditions for generation of anti-torque and thrust

could possibly lead to an interference between the

exhaust gas and these lateral rotors. Especially the

RR’s reverse thrust for low-speed anti-torque ren-

ders an ingestion of the right exhaust possible. For

this reason, the tailwind condition (ΨWind = 180 ◦)
as themost critical of the examined wind conditions

for such a phenomenon is analysed with respect to

the exhaust’s convection. Due to the tailwind, the

exhaust does not convect freely, passing the tail,

but is forced back to the helicopter’s front. In com-

bination with the vertical velocity of the MR down-

wash, however, this occurs below the helicopter as

displayed by the temperature distribution in Fig. 27.

Consequently, the exhaust gas does not interact

with the lateral rotors and is not blown back to

the helicopter’s front. This additionally prevents the

occurrence of the re-ingestion phenomenon where

hot exhaust gases are sucked back into the engine

inlet in case of an adequate convection. As this was

not observed in any of the examined wind condi-

tions, this is an important finding within the aspired

de-risking.

Figure 27: Temperature distribution on longitudi-

nal slice through helicopter with tailwind. Averaged

over one MR revolution. View from behind.

9. CONCLUSIONS
A multidisciplinary, high-fidelity tool chain, which

is capable of de-risking the RACER compound heli-

copter, has been presented. With this tool chain, the

behaviour of RACER in hover under the influence of

crosswinds from eight different directions with fo-

cus on the flight mechanics, performance and on

the engines has been analysed and the following re-

sults have been found.

The roll attitude is not critical in terms of ground

clearance of the lateral rotors and no unexpected
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behaviour due to flow interactions has been found.

For all wind directions, the wind leads to a stabiliz-

ing roll moment. The influence of the wind on the

main rotor causes a deflection of the wake and a

resulting asymmetry in the inflow, which is com-

pensated by additional cyclic pitch input. The anti-

torque share of the lateral rotors changes with the

wind direction, resulting in a change of their disk

loading.

The lowest overall power is required in case of

headwind, as both main rotor and lateral rotors are

in efficient operating points. This compensates the

download on the airframe, which is maximal in this

case. The highest overall power is required in case

of crosswind from the left hand side, as the yawing

moment of the tail increases the required amount

of anti-torque of the lateral rotors.

The aerodynamics of the lateral rotors shows a

strong influence of the wind direction, which causes

asymmetrical inflow and consequently asymmetri-

cal disk loading. The interactions with the main ro-

tor is most pronounced when the wake of the ro-

torhub interacts with the lateral rotors. The interac-

tions with discrete blade tip vortices plays a minor

role.

An analysis of the engine inflow showed that the

downwind engine suffers from the shading of the

airframe and thus experiences lower total pressure

and more inflow distortion than the upwind engine.

The area, where the hot exhaust gas impinges on

the tailboom could be identified and re-ingestion

of the exhaust gases into the lateral rotors or even

back into the engines could be ruled out.
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